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Abstract
Formal methods focus on a posteriori analysis and a modeller gets little assistance in
constructing a model. Poor methodological and tool support means formal modelling is an
expensive and laborious process which can produce poor quality specifications. Refinement
patterns offer a constructive top-down approach to formal modelling by guiding a developer
and providing reusable design solutions. Extensive application of high-quality, peer-reviewed
refinement patterns results in improved overall dependability of the system by ensuring high-
quality-by-construction of formal models. Application of the fault tolerance refinement pat-
terns can further improve system dependability by helping developers to apply fault tolerance
in a disciplined, systematic and cost-effective way to ensure that system failures are prevented
from happening.
1 Introduction
Developing dependable systems is hard and the cost of a mistake may be enormous. Formal
modelling is a proven technique for enhancing quality of complex systems. Construction of for-
mally described models helps to validate design decisions early and avoid costly design mistakes.
Model is a mathematical description of a system to be constructed. A detailed system description
is made in several steps by mathematically transforming an initial model until the result becomes
sufficiently detailed (e.g. can be translated into a programming language).
While from mathematical viewpoint, modelling is a sequence of formal transformations of an
initial abstract model, for modeller it is a mental elaboration of a system design and the mathemat-
ical model description is an assistant to this process. Similarly, a model has two interpretations -
one given by the semantics of the chosen formal method and another, undoubtedly more important
one, exists in a modeller’s head and is possibly described somewhere informally. At some point,
mental and formal models become so close that a modeller sees no difference and states that the
formal model is an accurate reproduction of the informal mental model.
Applying formal methods, however, is not easy. It requires specific expertise, since unlike pro-
gramming, modelling is not a part of university curricula. In this paper we investigate an approach
to assist a designer in creating sophisticated models by reusing third-party formal developments.
Such third-party developments are reusable design blue-prints applicable in different contexts. We
call such blue-print refinement patterns as they are based on the refinement technique and the ap-
proach is largely inspired by the application of patterns in the software engineering community
[1]. Refinement pattern is proved once and when applied, automatically or with some interaction
with a user, produces a model for which no proofs have to be done. In other words, transforming
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a model and adding new properties and details, a refinement pattern still preserves the model’s
correctness.
One of the often overlooked advantages of formal modelling is the ability to do non-trivial
model transformation using software tools. Unlike texts in natural language, formal models can
be interpreted by a machine and yet, unlike programming language texts, they are simple enough
for a machine to deduce facts about a model. This makes models amenable to complex automated
transformations.
2 Model Transformations
Though in a general case, a refinement transformation can be so dramatic that a concrete model
has very little in common with its abstraction, in practice, however, this does not happen often and
such refinement steps are hard to construct, understand and verify. A refinement introducing many
changes requires high level of confidence in the design decision and thus is costly to change or
discard which why smaller refinement steps should preferred.
Small refinement steps come naturally in the form of transformational approach to the re-
finement. Instead of writing a new specification from a scratch and then proving the refinement
relations, a new refinement can be produced by modifying a small model part, leaving most of the
model intact.
Model transformation is described by a transformation rule and applicability conditions. Pa-
rameters are used to generalise a transformation rule to make it applicable to a range of input
models. A modeller instantiates a model transformation by supplying needed parameters and the
abstract model that is to be transformed. The result, a new model, is constructed automatically
by the model transformation. Transformation carries the scope attribute to indicate model parts
involved into transformation. We use the following syntax to describe model transformations
name(p) ≡ requirements
c(s, p)
effect
s′ = r(s, p)
scope
e
where p is the vector of parameters, c(s, p) is the applicability condition and r(s) is the rule
computing the refined version of the abstract model s. One of the roles of c(s, p) is to guarantee
that (s, p) is in the domain of the transformation rule r: c(s, p) ⇒ (s, p) ∈ dom(r)
It is advantageous to deal with model transformations that always construct valid refinements.
Then a complex refinement step can be described by combining several model transformations
and the only condition needed to demonstrate the refinement relation is the composability of the
individual transformations, that’s the possibility of applying them one after another. To show that
a model transformation constructs a refinement, one has to demonstrate that for any acceptable
input abstract model, the result produced by the transformation rule is a valid refinement
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c(s, p) ∧ s′ = r(s, p) ⇒ s ⊑ s′
In practice, there is always a number of important model transformations that do not result
in valid refinements individually but result in valid refinements when combined with other model
transformations. In this case we have analyse the cumulative effect of group of model transforma-
tions used to produce a refinement step.
Model transformations offer number of advantages. Proofs are likely to be much simpler as
a concrete model is only slightly different from its abstraction and and the proofs for individual
model transformations are reused across developments. Legibility is an advantage as well. It is
easier to relate a concrete model to its abstraction when the concrete model is a result of a simple
transformation step. It is also important that the modelling process becomes more interactive.
Applying a model transformation, a modeller can get an immediate feedback in the form of set
of proof obligations or model animation. For small refinement steps such feedback occurs more
often.
A large number of model transformations may be required to construct a complex refinement
step. In the next section we discuss a more general mechanism of refinement patterns - composi-
tions of model transformations that always produce correct refinement steps.
3 Refinement Patterns
Modelling is often seen as an accessory to programming, where a model is used to construct a
system and then is discarded. Although modelling is one of the more expensive stages of a system
construction (provided it relies on formal modelling), models are rarely reused and adapting a
legacy formal development to a new system design is nearly impossible. We propose to take a
different view on the modelling process. Instead of treating the model as an end result we see it as
a chain of design decisions that lead to the creation of the model. Many such decisions are specific
to a given problem, but there are often some general ones that could be reused within the same or
a different development.
In methods supporting refinement, such as the Refinement Calculus [2], Z [3] and the B
Method [4], a formal development is a chain (or a tree in a general case) of models, linked by
the refinement relation. The development process focuses on construction of individual models.
Once a model is ready, a modeller must prove the refinement relation in respect to the model ab-
straction. The whole process is repeated as long as needed, e.g. until an executable code can be
generated (Figure 1).
Figure 1: In a chain of refinements, each successive model is a detalisation of its abstraction.
In our approach the focus is shifted from construction of a refinement to the formulation of
steps that lead to the refined model. We introduce a new entity in the formal development process
which sole purpose is to describe refinement steps leading from an abstract model to a refined
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model. We call such entity a refinement pattern (first introduced in [5]) and understand it as a
function which applied to an abstract model yields a concrete model. The name pattern emphasises
the fact that such function is a reusable design solution applicable in a range of contexts, much
like design patterns developed for OOP [1]. A sequence of refinement patterns can be used to
reconstruct a chain of refinements (Figure 2).
Figure 2: A refinement pattern applied to an abstract specification produces a concrete model.
A sequence of refinement patterns plus an initial model are enough to reconstruct the a chain of
model refinements.
We believe that the approach can offer a number of advantages:
• shift of perspective - normally a modeller sees and works a with a whole model correspond-
ing to the current refinement step. In our approach we let modeller to focuses on description
of a particular refinement transformation without having to worry about other model parts;
• better scalability - a realistic system model is inevitably large. Our approach addresses the
scalability problem by representing detailed and complex development as a succession of
loosely coupled or completely independent refinement patterns;
• reusability - some refinement patterns can be used in more than one place within the same
development and even in completely unrelated developments. We will discuss configurable
refinement pattern that can be adapted to different developments;
• better structuring - a refinement pattern deals with a specific aspect of a system functionality.
In many cases, patterns can be developed independently and simultaneously and this does
not require model decomposition;
• less proofs - proofs done for a refinement pattern are automatically reused each time a
pattern is included into a development. In large developments this results in a considerable
proofs economy;
• being completely self-sufficient, refinement patterns facilitate exchange of ideas between
designers. A refinement pattern can be transferred, purchased or sold. A development can
be, at least partially, constructed from ready-made third-party refinement patterns, which,
ultimately, means reduced modelling costs and a wider adoption of formal modelling.
The fact that specification s is refined by s′ is denoted as s ⊑ s′ . The ⊑ relation is reflexive,
transitive and antisymmetric.
By a refinement pattern we understand a total function with its range and domain belonging to the
set of specifications S and such that it maps an abstract model into a concrete one
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rproc : Si → So, Si ⊆ S, So ⊆ Si
An example of a refinement pattern is idS . An important class of refinement patterns are the ones
relating two concrete models si and so
Definition A trivial refinement pattern maps a single given model s into its refinement s′, s ⊑ s′
tproc = {si 7→ so}, si ⊑ so
Definition The pattern mechanism is complete if for any two models s and s′, s ⊑ s′ there exists
a pattern converting s into s′
∀si, so · (si ∈ S ∧ so ∈ S ⇒ {si 7→ so} ∈ rproc))
Correctness of a pattern is demonstrated by proving that it always produces valid refined models.
Definition A refinement pattern is correct if it produces correct refined models for any possible
input abstract model: ∀s · (s ∈ Si ⇒ s ⊑ rproc(s))
Since we do not give the precise meaning to the ⊑ relation we are unable to analyse pattern
correctness at this level. In order to do this, we first have to instantiate the mechanism with a
formal modelling method supporting refinement. Then the refinement conditions of the chosen
method are used to generate correctness conditions.
In many cases it is convenient to cover a whole family of patterns with a single pattern design.
This is achieved with configurable patterns, which in addition to an abstract specification, accept
a configuration object as an input. The addition of configuration helps to abstract away from
specifics of a particular input model to reuse the pattern in different developments. A refinement
pattern is required to produce a valid model refinement for any combination of an input model and
configuration.
rpatt : Si × Ci → So, Si ⊆ S, So ⊆ Si, Ci ⊆ C
∀s, c · (s ∈ Si ∧ c ∈ Ci ⇒ s ⊑ rpatt(s, c))
(1)
One of the primary uses of configuration is to resolve or restrict non-determinism during pattern
application. Another role of configuration is to let a modeller to adjust pattern to specific needs
when a pattern is added to a development.
3.1 Language of Refinement Patterns
Pattern is named entity. Pattern declaration starts with the following construct
pattern p
where p is the pattern name. When a pattern refines another pattern, the refines clause is
included just after the pattern name
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pattern p refines a
The body of a pattern is made of a combination of matching constructs and model transforma-
tions. The simplest form of pattern is a single model transformation rule
pattern p
mdr()
We use indentations to show the relation between elements of a pattern. Children of a pattern
element are written immediately below their parent but are placed further to the right. Sequential
composition of pattern elements is expressed by nesting the elements in in another. Thus pattern
pattern p
r1
r2
prescribes application of rule r2 after r1. If r1 cannot be applied then r2 is not used as well.
Sequential composition is used to put together rules which are semantically linked.
Unrelated rule are composed with the parallel composition. Elements with the same indenta-
tion level are said to be parallel or independent. For example, pattern
pattern p
r1
r2
has two independent rules which work on different model parts and thus can be applied in any
order. Parallel composition can also be nested
pattern p
r1
ra
rb
Here the parallel composition of two rules is sequentially composed with another rule. In this
pattern rules ra and rb can be applied in any order but only after rule r1.
To construct non-trivial patterns we have to provide a mechanism for matching and selecting
model parts that need to be transformed. This is done by the following construct
forall a with pwhere
P (a, p)
do
r(a, p)
end
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where a is a vector of local variables bound by the constraining predicate P (a, p), p is a vector
of local parameters and r is a nested rule. The rule r is applied to every possible value (a, p), as
defined by the predicate P . Local variables a are selected automatically by the construct while
values for p are to provided by a modeller. Paremeters p are calculated sonehow from values of a,
so p = p(a). The collection of such functions is the configuration of pattern. This gives modeller
a freedom to tune pattern within well-defined limits during the pattern application process. At this
discussion level, the main difference between a and p is that children rules must be applied to all
possible values of a and perameters p are somehow provided for each instance of value of a.
There are several shortcut forms accounting for the cases when some of the parts are omitted
forall awhere
P (a)
do
r(a)
end
with pwhere
P (p)
do
r(p)
end
It does not make sense to not include rule r as the resulting construct has no effect. Predicate
P must be always supplied at least to type the parameters. When there no parameters the construct
is equivalent to the rule r written on its own. Being one of the possible forms of a pattern rule,
forall can be nested in another forall construct.
The with shortcut form is often used to declare parameters shared by several rules
with p where
P (p)
do
r1(p)
r2(p)
...
end
To make patterns more readable, this case has a shortcut form declaring globally visible pa-
rameters. It is placed just below the pattern declation clause
pattern p
req name P
where P is a predicate. The free variables of this predicate are the declared parameters and
the name part is a short description of the declaration. The equivalent with declaration is
with freevar(P ) where
P
do
...
end
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where freevar(P ) are the free variables of P .
The nesting of rules controls the visibility of names. Children of a rule can see all the parame-
ters available to their parent. This relation is transitive - a rule sees all the parameters available to
all of its parent. Parameters declared with req are can be seen by all pattern rules.
The very foundation of the patterns mechanism is a collection of model transformations de-
fined for a given formal framework. The collection of available model transformations is the only
part of the pattern language that is method specific. To extend a formal method with the pattern
mechanism it is enough to write down a list of model transformations that can be used to describe
interesting refinement cases.
3.2 Applying Patterns
Refinement pattern is applied to an abstract model to produce a new model. Interpretation of a
pattern is function of the following form
eff : MODEL× RULE→MODEL
There is one more ingredient to this - pattern configuration computing parameters. We assume
that we have the complete configuration before applying a pattern and, for legibility, assume it as
an implicit paremeter of eff .
The effect of sequential composition is computed by first applying the outer rule and then the
nested one
eff
(
s,
a
b
)
= eff (eff (s, a), b)
For the parallel composition the effect can be computed in any order
eff
(
s,
a
b
)
= eff (eff (s, a), b) = eff (eff (s, b), a)
The forall construct applies the body rule to all possible parameters
eff


s,
forall a with pwhere
P (a, p)
do
r(a, p)
end


= eff


s,
r(q, r)
forall awith p where
P (a, p) ∧ a 6= q ∧ p 6= r
do
r(a, p)
end


The effect of a model transformation is computed by applying the model transformation to the
input abstract model
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eff (s,mdr(p)) = mdr(p)
where transformation rule mdr(p) also takes s as an implicit parameter.
3.3 Pattern Correctness
A pattern is correct if for all the constituent rules the following conditions are satisfied
Applicability The constraining predicate of the forall construct must describe a non-empty set,
or, in other words, it must have at least one solution
∃s, a, p · P (s, a, p)
where s is an abstract model transformed by the pattern.
Computability The patterns are supposed to be procedures which can be evaluated by software
tools to construct model refinements. Clearly, we do want patterns that cannot be computed. The
problem can arise when the constraining predicate describe an infinitely many possible parameters
to its body rule. Such pattern does not make sense so we state that constraining predicate is
characteristic function of a finite set
finite({(a) | P (a)})
Conflict-freeness The effect of parallel rules should not dependent on the order of rule applica-
tion. This is the case when all the rules are applied to different model parts. We formulate this
condition by stating that the scopes of all the nested model transformations are non-overlapping.
For any parallel rule composition
r1
r2
...
rk
the following condition must be satisfied
⋂
i∈1..k
scope(ri) = ⊘
where the scope function computes scope of a rule by aggregating scopes of constituent rules
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scope
(
a
b
)
= scope(a) ∪ scope(b)
scope
(
a
b
)
= scope(a) ∪ scope(b)
scope


forall a with pwhere
P (a, p)
do
r(a, p)
end


= scope(r)
scope (mdr(p)) = scope(mdr)
where scope(mdr) returns the scope of model transformation, as given in the declaration of
the transformation.
Well-formedness A pattern rule may call its child rule only when the child rule preconditions
are satisfied. The only source of preconditions is the requirements part of model transformations.
Thus, for any model transformation it is needed to demonstrate that the rule requirements can
never be violated. We state this by requiring the cumulative constraining predicate to imply the
requirements of a nested transformation rule
C ⇒ req(mdr)(a, p)
Predicate C is computed by combining constraining predicates of nested rules, containing the
model transformation in question
C
(
a
b
)
= C(a) ∧ C(b)
C


forall a with p where
P
do
r
end


= P ∧ C(r)
C (mdr(p)) = req(mdr)
C (−) = true
Refinement For model transformations that do not construct valid refinements as the result of
their application we have to demonstrate that combination of such model transformations with
other patterns rules results in a valid model refinement. The most general solution would be
to find a containing subset of pattern rules that together with the model transformation being
examined results in complete refinement step. Such condition, however, is hard to construct and
solve mechanically. So we use a stronger and simpler condition that can be comfortably handled
by a tool. To proof the refinement condition in respect to some model transformation mdr with
parent rule q
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pattern patt
q
mdr(p)
we have to demonstrate that the combination of all the parent rules with model transformation
in questions yields a valid model refinement
s ⊑ mdr(p)(eff (s, q))
where s is the abstract model transformed by the pattern and q is the parent rule of the model
transformation (see the declaration above). Model eff (s, q) can be computed according to the
rules defined above and model mdr(p)(eff (s, q)) is trivially computed by applying the model
transformation. It is remains to be proved that the two models are indeed linked by the refinement
relation. The conditions and means of doing that are borrowed from the formalism for which the
patterns mechanism is implemented.
3.4 Pattern and Model Annotation
Formal models, strictly speaking, are not completely formal. Any formal model contains such
elements as names, comments and literal constants. These are not given any interpretations in a
formal method although this information is crucial to understanding and manipulating a model.
An obfuscated model, just like an obfuscated program source, is virtually useless. The purpose
of a model, its properties and functional description are necessarily done informally in a natural
language. Thus to completely validate a model one also has to consider such informal descrip-
tions. Verification tools manipulating models are usually not concerned with model meanings and
purposes. The patterns mechanism is one of the case when a software tool is interested in knowing
model purpose, problem domain and roles of different model parts. This information helps in iden-
tifying suitable patterns and formulating more complex patterns. It also helps to avoid applying
mathematically matching but irrelevant patterns.
We cannot hope to be able to interpret natural language texts and thus rely on an additional,
well-structured and formally presented information about model. The common way to record this
information is to use a formal ontology. Ontology provides objective and unambiguous description
of the reality related to the problem domain of pattern or a model.
Patterns, unlike models, are created to be shared. To share something effectively all the parties
have to agree on common ontology describing shared objects. This seems an absolutely necessary
requirement to construction of a software that would be able to automatically search for needed in
an on-line pattern library.
Annotations have three main applications: they describe models and help construct more com-
plex patterns, they describe patterns and they are used to match patterns and models in formal
developments.
Model annotations describe different model parts. A variable can be said to play a role of
temperature sensor or program counter or an actuator. Clearly, such information cannot be deduced
from mathematical model alone. High-level, domain-specific characterization of model elements
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is essential for reasoning about patterns and related model classes in domain-specific terms, as
opposed to manipulating low-level model elements.
For a modelling tool supporting patterns, a pattern is a black box component converting one
model into another. Pattern description provided by annotations is the only source of information
on the kind of transformation accomplished by the pattern. A pattern processing output of an
temperature sensor should not be used to control an aircraft altitude even though technically it can
be applied to an aircraft model. A software tool supporting development uses pattern annotations
to decide whether it can be applied to a given model.
It is important to give annotations in context. Annotation characterising an event of model is
attached directly to that event. A model element can have any number of annotations. The simplest
form of annotation is an attribute attached to model element. A variable recording pressure will
have attribute ”barometer”.
To avoid possible mismatch of measurement units, the same variable may also carry an addi-
tional attribute stating that the pressure is measured in Pascals. Such annotation is expressed by
attaching pair ”unit=pascal” to the variable.
Annotations are the basis of pattern description. More complex description are constructed
using a knowledge representation language, such as KIF. With such language one can construct
layered descriptions, going from very low-level statements about model elements up to the high-
level description in terms of the problem-domain of the modelled system. For example, an aircraft
control system could be described as a composition of altitude and landing controls. Altitude
control could be made of altitude measurement, predication and actuation. Finally, we should
be able to describe all the components are in terms of modelling constructs and hence relate the
notion of aircraft control to model structure and properties.
Knowledge representation languages such as KIF are very expressive. In addition to simple
taxonomy, ontology can also include relations and predicate. For example, the updates relation
stating that a given event updates a given variable can be expressed as
(forall (?V ?E) (=> (and
(instance ?V variable) (instance ?E event)
(exists ?A (and (instance ?A action)
(member ?A ?E) (member ?V ?A))))
(updates ?E ?V)))
Formal ontology is an actively researched area and there are plenty of tools and databases
available for reuse and integration. For example, there is a free implementation of the KIF lan-
guage and the support for it can be easily added to a development tool.
3.5 Tree Model Example
This section demonstrates application of refinement patterns in the context of a toy modelling
method. The method we consider in this example models a living tree. Like any formal method,
our toy method has well-formedness conditions that define possible valid tree descriptions. Com-
plex tree models are developed with a sequent of refinement steps.
A living tree is made of branches, twigs and leaves. Branches grow on other branches (but not
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on twigs or leaves), twigs grow on branches or possibly other twigs and, in our model, leaves can
only grow on twigs. To be able to refer to various tree parts we declare carrier set for branches,
twigs and leaves
ELEM = B ∪ T ∪ L
Mathematically, a tree model is a function retuning parent of a tree element. It is defined on
the set el comprised of parts of a given tree
el ⊂ ELEM
pr : el 7→ el
Because the trunk of tree does not have a ”parent” (ignoring roots), there is always an element
in el which does not have a parent. Indeed, there is only one such element and it is the root of
a tree. With our model we cannot distinguish between an empty tree model (absence of a tree)
and a tree made of a single branch or twig or leaf. To avoid such ambiguity we state that a tree
always has a root and thus is made of at least two elements. The above can be summed-up with
the following condition
ROOT : root ∈ B ∧ {root} = ran(pr) \ dom(pr)
We deal only with finite trees
FINITE : finite(pr)
Trees in math and nature do not have cycles. We state this condition by requiring that there
cannot be a sub-tree which is contained in an image of itself
CYCFREE : ¬∃e · (e ⊆ el ∧ e 6= ⊘ ∧ e ⊆ pr[e])
A branch can grow only on another branch
BRANCH : e ∈ el ∧ e ∈ B ⇒ pr(e) ∈ B
A twig can grow on a branch or another twig
TWIG : e ∈ el ∧ e ∈ T ⇒ pr(e) ∈ B ∪ T
Leaves only grow on twigs
LEAF : e ∈ el ∧ e ∈ L ⇒ pr(e) ∈ T
Tree model can be refined - replaced with more a detailed tree model. With the refinement
process we try to emulate the way a tree evolves with time in nature. Trees drop and grow new
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{b0, b1, b2} ∈ B
{t0, t1, t2} ∈ T
{l0, l1, l2} ∈ L
pr = {b1 7→ b0, b2 7→ b0}∪
{t0 7→ b2, t1 7→ b2, t2 7→ b2}∪
{l0 7→ t2, l1 7→ t2, l2 7→ t2}
Figure 3: Tree model example and its graphical depiction.
leaves many times during their lifetimes. To avoid modelling of seasons we simply ignore leaves
during refinement. We assume tree branches can only grow in place of twigs. The refinement
relation states that one tree is a refinement of another if its exactly the same tree except for some
twigs replaced with branches, some new twigs and some new or dropped leaves
REF-TREE : (L ∪ nt)⊳− pr′ ⊳− bt = L⊳− pr
where nt = T ∩ (dom(pr′) \ dom(pr)) are new twigs of the refined tree model and bl is a
function matching old twigs into new branches
bl : B 7→ T
dom(bl) ∈ dom(pr′) ∧ ran(bl) ∈ dom(pr)
∀b, t · (b 7→ t ∈ bl ⇒ pr(t) = pr′(b) ∧ pr(t) ∈ B ∧ pr−1[{t}] ⊆ pr′−1[{b}])
The above describes a complete modelling method. It uses the set-theoretic notation to de-
scribe models, it has a proof theory to validate tree models and it supports refinement-based devel-
opment to detalise models. Next we demonstrate how to formulate and apply refinement patterns
in this simple formal method. But first we have to define some useful model transformations.
3.5.1 Model transformations
We need a set of model transformations that can be used to describe interesting refinement steps.
The transformations are inspired by the refinement condition of the method. Tree model is refined
by adding various new elements - branches, twigs and leaves. Because leaves are ignored in
refinement, we can also let a tree to drop leaves.
The first model transformation replaces a twig growing on branch with a new branch (i.e. twig
morphs into branch)
newbranch(t, b) ≡ requirements
t ∈ (T ∩ dom(pr)) ∧ pr(t) ∈ B∧
b ∈ (B \ (dom(pr) ∩ ran(pr)))
effect
pr′ = (({t} ⊳− pr)⊳− {f 7→ b | f 7→ t ∈ pr}) ∪ {b 7→ pr(t)}
scope
{t, b}
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Here condition t ∈ (T ∩ dom(pr)) select a twig that grows on branch (pr(t) ∈ B). Parameter
b is a new branch - it must be not used anywhere in the abstract tree model (b ∈ (B \ (dom(pr) ∩
ran(pr)))). The transformation rule replaces old twig t with new branch b by first removing
mentioning of t from the domain of the tree model ({t} ⊳− pr)), then making the children of t to
point at b ({f 7→ b | f 7→ t ∈ pr}) and, finally, connecting the new branch to the parent of the
removed twig ({b 7→ pr(t)}). The scope of this model transformation contains two elements -
the old twig and the new branch. No other parallel rule of a pattern may transform these model
elements.
The next model transformation adds a new twig to an existing branch or a twig
newtwig(t, p) ≡ requirements
t ∈ (T \ dom(pr)) ∧ p ∈ ((B ∪ T) ∩ dom(pr))
effect
pr′ = insert(pr, p, t)
scope
{t, p}
t here is a new twig and it is attached to an existing branch or a twig of a tree. We also define
simple model transformation for adding and removing leaves. A new leaf may be added to a twig
newleaf(l, p) ≡ requirements
l ∈ (L \ dom(pr)) ∧ p ∈ (T ∩ dom(pr))
effect
pr′ = insert(pr, p, l)
scope
{l, p}
and any existing leaf can be removed from a tree
dropleaf(l) ≡ requirements
l ∈ (L ∩ dom(pr))
effect
pr′ = pr ⊲− {l}
scope
{l}
The insert function is defined as
insert(pr, p, b) = (pr ⊳− {f 7→ b | f 7→ p ∈ pr}) ∪ {b 7→ p}
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3.5.2 Refinement Patterns
Now we can refinement patterns for transforming tree models. We define a collection of patterns
describing seasonal tree transformations. The first pattern transforms a winter tree into a spring
tree
pattern spring
forall b with t, l where
dom(pr) ∩ L = ⊘∧
b ∈ (B ∩ dom(pr)) ∧ t ∈ (T \ dom(pr))∧
l ∈ (L \ dom(pr))
do
newtwig(t, b)
newleaf(l, t)
end
The pattern is only applicable to a winter tree without leaves (dom(pr)∩L = ⊘). The pattern
sprouts a new twig on every branch of a tree and adds a leaf to each such twig.
Summer trees grow new leaves and new twigs.
pattern summer
req twig tw ∈ (T ∩ dom(pr)) ∧ pr(tw) ∈ B
forall t with l where
t ∈ (T ∩ dom(pr)) ∧ l ∈ (L \ dom(pr)) ∧ t 6= tw
do
newleaf(l, b)
end
with b where
b ∈ B \ (dom(pr) ∪ ran(pr))
do
newbranch(tw, b)
end
We use the global parameter tw to select a twig which is added to the transformed tree. This
helps us to avoid scope conflict between the two pattern parts. The first part of the pattern grows a
new leaf on each twig. The second part morphs a suitable twig into a branch. Since in our model
it is not allowed for leaves to grow on branches we have to make sure that the pattern does not
attempt to grow a leaf on a twig which, at the same time, is transformed into a branch.
In autumn trees drop some of the leaves. The next pattern removes leaves from twigs leaving
one leaf on each twig
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m0 m1 = sping(m0) m2 = summer(m1) m3 = autumn(m2) m4 = winter(m3)
Figure 4: Transforming tree model with the refinement patterns.
pattern autumn
forall b with l, k where
b ∈ T ∧ b ∈ ran(pr) ∧ card(pr−1[{b}]) > 1
l ⊂ L ∧ k ∈ L ∧ l ∪ {k} = pr−1[{b}]
do
forall ℓ where ℓ ∈ l do dropleaf(ℓ) end
end
The nested forall construct is used to remove leaves one by one using the dropleaf model
transformation.
The last pattern makes a tree to drop all the remaining leaves. This is a very simple pattern - it
removes all the tree leaves one by one.
pattern winter
forall l where
l ∈ L ∩ dom(pr)
do
dropleaf(l)
end
3.5.3 Pattern Correctness
Before a formulated pattern can be declared to be a refinement pattern, its correctness must be
demonstrated. Pattern correctness proofs are demonstrated on the example of the spring pattern.
Applicability It must be possible to find some parameters to instantiate the pattern
∃pr, b, t, l ·


dom(pr) ∩ L = ⊘
b ∈ (B ∩ dom(pr))
t ∈ (T \ dom(pr))
l ∈ (L \ dom(pr))


The condition can be discharged by supplying a witness, for example ({b1 7→ b0, b2 7→
b0}, b1, t0, l0) where {b0, b1, b2} ∈ B ∧ to ∈ T ∧ l0 ∈ L
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Computability The pattern is computable since its constraining predicate permits only finite
number of cases
finite({b | P (b)}) = finite({b | b ∈ (B ∩ dom(pr))}
which holds since there is a finite number of branches in a tree due to well-formedness condi-
tion finite(pr).
Conflict-freeness The pattern does not use parallel composition and thus has no scope conflicts.
Well-formedness Pattern is well-formed if it does not violate requirements of model transfor-
mations. These leads to the formulation of the following conditions. The first conditions states
that the applicability requirements of the newtwig transformation are satisfied by the constraining
predicate
(
t ∈ (T \ dom(pr))
b ∈ (B ∩ dom(pr))
)
⇒
(
t ∈ (T \ dom(pr))
b ∈ ((B ∪ T) ∩ dom(pr))
)
The second condition states that the newleaf transformation can be used in the context pro-
duced by its parent newtwig rule


b ∈ (B ∩ dom(pr))
t ∈ (T \ dom(pr))
l ∈ (L \ dom(pr))
pr′ = insert(pr, b, t)

⇒
(
l ∈ (L \ dom(pr′))
t ∈ (T ∩ dom(pr′))
)
The both conditions are trivially correct.
Refinement None of the formulated model transformation requires refinement proofs.
4 Fault Tolerance Refinement Patterns
Developing fault tolerant systems is often complicated and as such becomes error prone due to
increased system complexity and the need to have special knowledge of the fault tolerance tech-
niques [6]. Smooth integration of the fault tolerance into system development is now becoming a
critical issue as many system failures are caused by improper functioning fault tolerance measures.
This is why we consider fault tolerance to be the prime area for application of refinement patterns.
Developing a number of well-defined domain-specific patterns supporting development steps fo-
cusing on incorporating existing fault tolerance mechanisms into models will be of a tremendous
help to system engineers. In our experimental work on applying the refinement patterns for achiev-
ing system fault tolerance we have conducted a number of experiments on introducing specific
fault tolerance patterns.
In [7] we propose the Triple-Modular Redundancy (TMR) pattern (see Figure 5 for the pattern
specification) that can be used to automatically introduce TMR in Event-B developments. TMR is
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a well-known mechanism that uses three identical components and a voting mechanism to tolerate
failure of any of the components [8]. The pattern is quite simple yet it to a broad range of input
models. We demonstrated correctness of the pattern, the pattern correctness analysis can be found
in [7].
In the following work [9] we present and evaluate two software fault tolerance patterns based
on N-version programming [10] and recovery blocks [11]. These techniques are typically used
to tolerate design bugs in the software components by employing design diversity and can help to
build systems tolerating faults of several types: mistakes made in the later refinement phases by de-
velopers working on different versions/alternates and mistakes in coding different versions/alternates.
Due to diversity of the refinement and coding, faults in the run time environment (e.g. OS, mid-
dleware) can be tolerated as well. Moreover, when the versions/alternates are distributed (e.g. as
in [12]) the proposed patterns can tolerate faults of a wider class, including hardware crashes.
The N-version programming and recovery blocks patterns were applied during development
of the Ambient Campus case study of the RODIN Project [13]. The case study developed a per-
vasive application deployed on PDAs and smartdust devices. Achieving fault-tolerance is such
application is paramount to deliver a reasonable usability level. In particular, we use the recovery
block pattern to alternate between different positioning services: GPS (fails indoors), motes (fails
when there are not enough motes in proximity) and WiFi-based positioning.
In our current work we are working on a library of fault tolerance refinement patterns and on
application of these patterns in a number of industrial setting in the context of the FP7 DEPLOY
IP project (http://www.deploy-project.eu/).
5 Tool Support
We have developed a tool prototype implementing the pattern application. The tool was imple-
mented as a plugin to the RODIN Event-B platform [14]) and is freely available from [15]. Once
installed into the platform, it provides an environment for working with refinement patterns, i.e.
for selecting, editing and applying patterns in automatic or semi-automatic manner. Thanks to the
open architecture of the platform, the plugin is seamlessly integrated into the platform and pro-
vides an intuitive user interface. The plugin fully supports the pattern language discussed in this
paper but relies on the XML notation for pattern input and editing.
Once there is a sufficiently detailed description of a refinement pattern, proof obligations for
pattern correctness can be generated by the tool. With a theorem prover, many proof obligations
are discharged automatically. The pattern verification stages plays an important role in the pattern
design process. Even when a proof obligation is not discharged, it may provide hints on how to
fix the pattern. From our experience, several proof/correction iterations are needed to produce a
non-trivial refinement pattern.
Several large-scale patetrns were developed with the tool and are available for download from
the plugin webpage [15]. On the web page an interested reader will find examples of Event-
B specifications constructed from the patterns. Several patterns developed with this tool were
applied during formal modelling of the Ambient Campus case study of the RODIN Project [13].
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pattern tmr
parameters s, u, areq typing s ∈ Variable ∧ u ∈ Event ∧ a ∈ Action
req action a ∈ u.actions ∧ a.style 6= (:=)
req var s = a.variable
invariant (ph = TRUE ∧ (sa = sb ∨ sa = sc)) ⇒ s = sa
invariant (ph = TRUE ∧ sb = sc) ⇒ s = sb
invariant (ph = TRUE ∧ sa 6= sb ∧ sb 6= sc ∧ sa 6= sc) ⇒ fl = TRUE
variable sa
label sa
invariant sa ∈ s.type
action
label sa
style s.init.style
expression s.init.expression
variable ra
label sa on
invariant ra ∈ B
action ra := FALSE
variable ph
label s ph
invariant ph ∈ B
action ph := FALSE
variable fl
label sensor fail
invariant fl ∈ B
action fl := FALSE
event ua
label u gena
guard ra = FALSE
guard u.guard
action
label sa
style a.style
expression a.expression
action ra := TRUE
action ph := FALSE
event alt
refines u
label u alt
guard sb = sc
action s := sb
. . .
event fail
refines u
label u fail
guard sa 6= sb ∧ sb 6= sc ∧ sa 6= sc
action fl := TRUE
. . .
guard ra = TRUE ∧ rb = TRUE ∧ rc = TRUE for u
guard sa = sb ∨ sa = sc for u
style := for a
expression sa for a
action ra := FALSE for u
action rb := FALSE for u
action rc := FALSE for u
action ph := TRUE for u
Figure 5: Triple Modular Redundancy refinement pattern for the Event-B Method.
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6 Conclusions
We have presented a method for formal refinement automation. We believe that the proposal is
a step towards establishing formal modelling as a mainstream software engineering technique.
The mechanism makes formal modelling more accesible to non-experts, it has the potential to
make formal developments cheaper and quicker and makes it practical to construct large-scale
developments with many refinement steps. A large number of challenging problems have to be
addressed before all these goal can be trully achieved.
While it is unclear if the critical mass of refinement patterns can ever be accumulated to make
a signifcant effect on the way formal modelling is done in general, we are convinced that it is very
advantageous to use refinement patterns in development process. The pattern reuse is an obvious
benefit. If we assume that many developers share refinement patterns between themselves then
many such patterns are ”free”. They can be applied without investing any considerable effort.
Another factor is that automated refinement changes modeller’s view on development process. It
is much easier to experiment with different designs when they can be created instanteneously and
at no cost.
Althougn the concept of refinement automation is very simple, the act of formulating and
describing patterns is quite different from what is normally done in formal modelling. From
our limited experience with Event-B refinement patterns, creation of a pattern requires in-depth
knowledge of both the formal method applied and the problem domain of the pattern. We have
found that it is easier to converent an instance of refinement into a refinement pattern.
Powerfull pattern matching mechanism is absultely essential to maintain of large pattern li-
brary. We have to rely on pattern developers to supply accurate pattern annotations and connect
them to some global ontology. This is an obvious weakness as we have to rely on some very
optimistic assumptions.
The language of refinement patterns and its proof theory are oriented towards the kind of
patterns we have discovered while working on various formalisation projects with the B and Event-
B methods. It is possible that the presented patterns mechanism does not address well some
important phenomena that occur in other formalisms based on different principles.
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